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 Official Synopsis A husband (David Richard) and wife (Andrea Nemcova) live a normal life until they discover their daughter (Sabina Casarova) is the reincarnation of the notorious Ice Princess Countess (Marie Marquand). Joined by the superstitious Countess's spirit and a pint-sized Black magician, the couple is forced to live a life of fear as their daughter, daughter's son and granddaughter, and
their next door neighbor are all killed one by one in increasingly strange and macabre ways.Category: Florida We are taking a week off from the blog and our usual column “A Man’s Best Friend” this week. With great sadness we have to report that our beloved “Buddy,” our 12 year old black lab, passed away just before Christmas. He was about 15 1/2 years old, a member of our family since his

puppy… Continue reading Buddy Goes Home It’s getting to be the dog days of summer and that means visits to the beach and swimming. Living on the beach in South Florida, the location of our home, we are able to enjoy the beach all year round. It’s been said that our mother is Spanish (and if that isn’t enough for you, our grand mother is too!) and when we say “she” we mean our Mom. If you ever
spend any time with her you’ll see it. She doesn’t live on the beach – we go to the beach together. And the whole family goes to the beach together. There are a lot of beaches along our South Florida coast and from the time we were little we have been visiting them. My brother, sister, and I spent a lot of time on the beach as children and had some pretty good summers. My daughter on the other hand

had a tough time of it with a terrible case of allergic dermatitis and she and I rarely make it to the beach. Although we had bad times as children, our family had some good times too. We still do today. And we look forward to going to the beach with our grand daughter. We are very fortunate to have a nice big house on the beach and our own private beach. We have two very beautiful beaches right on
our doorstep. A couple of months ago, we were on a trip to visit our daughter and grandson in Florida. We had planned to drive to a 82157476af
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